UD School of Music Presents the Jazz Chamber Ensembles  
Tom Palmer Director  
Thursday, April 18, 2024, 8pm Gore Hall

**Monday 7:30pm**

Solar – Miles Davis  
I’ll Remember April - Gene de Paul  
A Foggy Day – George & Ira Gershwin  
My One And Only Love – Guy Wood & Robert Mellin  
Spiral – John Coltrane

Matthew Gianquinto – trumpet  
Jeremy Sherman – saxophone  
Caleb Beardsley – piano  
Trevor Otto – bass  
Graeme Leighton – drums  
Viktoriia Riabukhina – vocals

**Monday 6:30pm**

Tradewinds - Graeme Leighton  
Atmospheric Pressure - Trevor Otto  
Cirrus - Logan Slansky  
Nimbus - Emerson Forbes  
April Showers - Evan Taylor

Evan Taylor – saxophone  
Emerson Forbes – vibes  
Logan Slansky – piano  
Graeme Leighton – bass  
Trevor Otto – drums